
U.S. BANK CORPORATE TRAVEL CARD

Gain greater spending control, 
visibility and cost-efficiency 
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Business travel remains one of the largest variable expenses for most organizations. 
Managing business travel expenses today requires organizations to continually seek new 
efficiencies and better approaches to reducing costs and streamlining processes. As a 
result, we have developed the U.S. Bank Corporate Travel Card, which puts the control 
in your hands, while providing cardholders with exceptional benefits and service. It also 
offers the U.S. Bank FlexPerks® Corporate Rewards program option, which can give your 
organization and employees a powerful incentive to consolidate business travel spending 
on the corporate travel card, further improving overall expense management and control.

With our powerful travel solutions, your organization can:
•  Simplify administrative, payment and reconciliation processes to save  

on the cost of business travel

•  Use consolidated transaction information to negotiate more favorable  
rates with vendors

•  Improve adherence with company travel policies to generate  
bottom-line savings

•  Allow cardholders to travel with complete confidence with  
comprehensive travel coverage including:

- Travel accident insurance

- Emergency ticket replacement

- Primary auto rental insurance

- Lost luggage reimbursement

-  Travel and emergency assistance

-  Emergency lost/stolen card replacements

-  Medical and legal referral assistance

-  Access to cash around the world

U.S. Bank Corporate Travel 
Card is an integral part 
of your end-to-end travel 
management solution.

We deliver corporate travel 
card solutions that ensure 
wherever your employees 
travel, they can quickly 
and easily pay for business 
travel expenses.



Tools to effectively manage your card program
U.S. Bank Access® Online 
Access Online provides your organization with real-time, 24/7 access to your corporate 
travel card program — anywhere, anytime. Our powerful proprietary system can easily 
be configured to meet the unique needs of your organization, helping you understand 
spending patterns, control card spending and identify opportunities for savings. Manage 
and control accounts in real time while also allowing you to monitor your program to 
identify waste, misuse and abuse, and increase your program’s efficiency by leveraging 
Access Online’s robust reporting options.

U.S. Bank Access Online Mobile App 
In a meeting, on the road, or just on the go? The Access Online Mobile app for Apple™ and 
Android™ devices gives you anytime access to your account, so you can quickly manage 
and stay on top of your business expenses. It’s a great tool for encouraging good account 
management – and reducing the number of inquiries program administrators receive every day.

Providing the benefits your organization needs

More visibility

The U.S. Bank Corporate Travel Card has the widest acceptance at 
more than 42 million locations around the world. Your travelers are 
assured of convenient access to goods, services and cash around the 
globe — eliminating the need for more costly alternatives, such as 
personal cards or cash, and ensuring that your organization captures 
detailed transaction data on every purchase.

More control

Flexible spending controls put policy into play at the point of sale, so 
you can customize your program with set spending limits, merchant 
category code authorizations and other criteria that help keep costs 
under control. Plus, with built-in liability coverage, your organization 
is protected from losses due to employee misuse of the card.

More efficiency 

Traditional cash advances can result in lost float, increased 
administration cost, reduced control and fragmented management 
data. With a universally accepted corporate travel card, the need for 
cash is reduced and administrative overhead drops.

More rewards

With flexibility, variety, faster award travel and more, FlexPerks 
Corporate Rewards go farther. FlexPerks Corporate Rewards is an 
optional addition to the benefits of the U.S. Bank Corporate Travel 
Card. Whether you need to incent valuable employees or save your 
organization money, FlexPerks Corporate Rewards can be tailored for 
a wide range of organization types, sizes and needs.
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